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1. Introduction

As interactions between social, ecological, economic and political practices in today’s ocean space increase [11,17,45], so do conflicting claims. Marine boundaries between nations are increasingly disputed: the number of such cases submitted to international tribunals is rising annually (see Section 2). The arguments proffered for making claims, however, are changing.

The United Nations Convention on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS, 1982) provides the legal framework for defining member states’ rights and responsibilities with regard to ocean space and resources. UNCLOS also delimits the processes by which maritime boundary-making is to proceed and the manner in which disputes should be addressed. Case law has also developed maritime delimitation methods. Within the area of third-party dispute settlement, the literature reveals how maritime boundary-related issues have become a bustling field for international adjudication (e.g. [8,31,68,81,83,93,96]). Mounting evidence illustrates how international litigation is used by states to acquire territory [35,50,53,94]. Other elements at stake within marine boundary disputes, such as sea migration, impacts of climate change, artificial-island building, marine resource scarcity, and more recently, pandemics, are driving border conflicts, exacerbating geopolitical disputes and hardening former border porosity [7,23,46,60,75,99,100].

Demarcations over sea space often impact the livelihood practices of local communities, imposing on traditional fishing rights and living resources management [41,61,86,88,98]. Such demarcations also have implications for environmental management [39,62]. Hence, environmental and sociocultural claims are seeping into the pleas made before international courts and tribunals.

Ocean governance agencies are currently being called upon to integrate the environmental and human dimensions building on principles of equity and justice [14-16,19,27,33,72]. With regard to the marine environment, rules and practices are expected to reverse biodiversity loss, protect natural resources, achieve sustainability, or address climate change impacts [18,20,32,40,55]. From a sociocultural perspective, ocean governance is expected to secure human rights, preserve the livelihoods of coastal communities, ensure gender equality and enhance food security, to name a few [4,28,54]. Moreover, the governing system is meant to transform in line with changing power relations, and arrays of interactions, new actors and activities over the marine space [6,19,22,97].

This paper reviews the marine boundary cases that are or have been
under the purview of international courts and tribunals, focusing on the content of the pleas made and the judgements given. It then zooms in on two new categories of factors, related to environmental and sociocultural conditions. It addresses the following two research questions:

1. To what extent and how does litigation over maritime boundary disputes reflect broader ocean governance objectives?
2. How have international courts and tribunals responded to such arguments over the past fifty years?

Rather than analyzing the issue from a legal standpoint, we use an international development studies perspective in analyzing the court cases. By identifying sociocultural and environmental issues as two important concerns placed before international courts and tribunals, we argue that the structures governing maritime boundary-making and dispute resolution processes are in need of revision.

The paper first briefly explains the evolution of ‘relevant circumstances’ arguments within maritime delimitation processes and presents this as a productive arena to explore the variety of issues surrounding conflict resolution and reflecting ocean management concerns within the case law. It reflects on the evolution of coastal states’ claims made under the ‘relevant circumstances’ argument. In doing so, we analyze 34 maritime delimitation cases from 1969 to 2021 (see Annex 1) falling under the jurisdiction of international courts (i.e., the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA), and the International Tribunal for the Law of the Seas (ITLOS)). The analysis covers thirty judgements and four ongoing court cases, and includes those concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf and/or EEZ boundaries.1 Section three discusses those cases where environmental and sociocultural considerations have been raised by coastal states for more in-depth analysis, assessing how international courts have dealt with these considerations. The last section presents the conclusions.

2. Exploring ‘Relevant Circumstances’ in relation to ocean governance

Under the UNCLOS treaty, maritime boundaries are delineated either through a negotiation followed by an agreement between the coastal states, or as a result of an international adjudication process in which a third-party resolves a boundary dispute2 [25,38,44]. There are large ongoing disputes often corresponding to areas where borders have not been defined or where one or more parties refuse to agree to accept third-party dispute settlement.3 In such cases, neighboring countries generally settle their boundaries through negotiations [66]. When states do not reach an agreement, and under the parties’ explicit consent, UNCLOS provisions provide guidance on dispute management [9,25,38,57,64,69,76]. Under its dispute resolution framework, states may choose the appropriate international dispute resolution fora (e.g. ICJ, ITLOS, and PCA) to submit the adjudication process.

Broadly, the literature on dispute settlement and maritime delimitation focuses on how these mechanisms have been used and their contribution to the development of the Law of the Sea through the resolution of boundary disputes [1,29,34,38,43,63,78,85]. Some have further demonstrated how the judicial settlement might result in unfair resource allocation [56], uneven outcomes [10], and impacts that might be caused by, inter alia, operational issues, such as the composition of the judicial bench, the interpretation of the law by the judges and the choice of forum [82]. Studies also point to gaps in and a lack of precision within the principles and policies UNCLOS promotes [77,81,84].

Although these considerations might deter coastal states from seeking dispute resolution on boundaries [44,52,58], maritime boundary disputes are increasingly submitted for third party dispute settlement [25,35]. Each decade since the 1970s has seen, if not the same, increasing numbers of disputes being referred to adjudication compared to those corresponding to negotiation procedures and further bilateral agreements (see Table 1 and Fig. 1).

International maritime boundary adjudication has developed within the mounting cases, particularly in regards to the judicial methodology, for which the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention provides no clear rules. In the search for an equitable solution, adjudication bodies have frequently adopted the so-called three-stage approach in settling maritime boundaries [35,38,42]. This consists of examining the legally relevant elements, tracing in the first stage a provisional equidistance line, then adjusting the latter with respect to the factors or ‘relevant circumstances’ (previously titled ‘special circumstances’), and finally settling the line by applying the proportionality test [5,34,35,66,73,77,95]. As such, the three-stage method grants a large role to courts and tribunals in weighing the evidence the states submit.

The presence and use of ‘relevant circumstances’ have been developed over the case law particularly since the North Sea Continental Shelf judgement, where the implementation of equitable principles came together with the recognition of all relevant circumstances. As such, the delimitation method acquired a connotation linked to an equitable approach, a long-lasting perspective which can be seen in today’s cases. ‘Relevant circumstances’ have thus been addressed both conceptually and in its application for the delimitation of the EEZ and continental shelf between states with opposite or adjacent coasts according to Articles 83 and 74 of the LOSC. As Evans (p. 243) [36] observes, although the ‘relevant circumstances’ role and functions within the delimitation process have varied over time, they “appear to be as open-textured and as decisive – yet as nebulous – as ever and continue to operate at all stages of the delimitation process as a means of influencing its outcome, however described or addressed”. Hence, its impact for the maritime delimitation process has been controversial. While some scholars consider the potentially relevant factors very limited in number and nature to affect the result, others claim the evolution of the concept itself has contributed to enrich the delimitation framework [5,13,35,36,38,59,73,95]. However debatable, court cases demonstrate that ‘relevant circumstances’ are used frequently as an argument within maritime

---

1 Submissions to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS), delimitation through bilateral agreements, memorandum of understandings or other (legally binding) documents signed between one or more parties to settle their maritime boundaries were not considered.
2 UNCLOS Part XV. Section 1, regarding Settlement of Disputes deals with maritime delimitation between the countries with opposite or adjacent coasts expressed on Articles 15, 74, 83.
3 Some of them are: Dispute concerning Dokdo island (The Liancourt Rocks) between Japan, South Korea and North Korea; The South China Sea maritime dispute between Brunei, China, Taiwan, Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam; Dispute concerning sovereignty over the Falkland Islands/Islas Malvinas between The United Kingdom and Argentina; Dispute concerning the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf between Greece and Turkey; The East China Sea dispute, involving the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Japan, and the Republic of Korea (ROK).

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number of International Maritime Boundaries worldwide</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Boundaries settled by bilateral or multilateral agreements</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Boundaries settled by International Courts and Tribunals</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pending cases at International Courts and Tribunals</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number of unsettled International Maritime Boundaries (potential or ongoing maritime boundary disputes)</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 The term ‘special circumstances’ was initially mentioned, but not further elaborated upon, in Article 15 of UNCLOS as part of the delimitation process for the territorial sea. See Evans [35,36] for an overview of the ‘special’ ‘relevant’ circumstances discussion.
boundary disputes and courts and tribunals need to increasingly consider these arguments (see Fig. 2).

As the notion of ‘relevant circumstances’ develops, so does the scope of arguments states submit to courts and tribunals. These are generally five in nature, namely: geographical, economic, historical, navigational and security-related aspects [36–38,49,66,95]. Given the shifting role of the ‘relevant circumstances’ over time and therefore the possible overlaps between claims and the nuances of each type of factor, we build on previous studies and outline a categorization which also considers: a) How they are recognized, either in the pleadings or the judgments, and b) the underlying nature of the argument against the backdrop of the ocean governance elements and objectives [18]. Hence, we have clustered the ‘relevant circumstances’ into the following six categories:

1. Geographical factors: This category groups coastal geography elements and includes inter alia the possible disproportion or disparity in coastal lengths; the enclosed nature of the area; the presence of islands or insular features in the area of delimitation; the potential ‘cut-off’ or ‘non-encroachment’; the concavity of the coast; as well as the geology and geomorphology of the seabed area.

2. Economic factors: These include the established and potential economic activities developed by the parties related to living (e.g. fisheries) and non-living (e.g. exploitation of seabed/subsoil/hydrocarbon wells) resources in the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and continental shelf.

3. Historical rights and the conduct of parties: This refers to recognition of the modus vivendi (i.e. way of living) as evidencing a tacit boundary or an agreement between parties; and/or historic titles which refer to long term practices denoting agreed sovereignty over the disputed area. This mostly concerns fishing or navigation practices.

4. Security interests and navigational aspects: This category includes the parties’ claims related to ensuring freedom of navigation and control over shipping traffic in the EEZ and the continental shelf.

5. Environmental considerations: More recently, climate change effects, coastal instability, harmful practices to the marine environment, dredging and artificial-island building have been considered relevant issues to be acknowledged in maritime delimitation procedures.

6. Sociocultural issues: Communities heavily dependent on fishing or traditional practices require attention in pursuing equitable results. Unlike the economic potential of a zone, sociocultural issues are often assessed in terms of the damage to livelihoods and well-being derived from the delimitation.

The advantages of this typology are twofold. First, it provides an overview of what states and courts have acknowledged as elements worthy of consideration for ocean management in the case law on maritime delimitation, and other fields of international law. Second, it enables a review of how these factors have been present over time in the pleadings and judgements in maritime boundary disputes. Hence, we analyze the ‘relevant circumstances’ as not only contributing to the maritime delimitation, but also in a broader sense in terms of what those factors mean for ocean governance. It is helpful to bear in mind the shifting role of ‘relevant circumstances’, as well as the particular context of each case in regards to the maritime zone to be delimited, and how different factors might influence the process accordingly.

Based on this categorization, Fig. 3 illustrates how economic, historical and geographical arguments, and to a lesser extent security and navigation factors, have appeared in litigation over maritime boundaries since the beginning of the period under consideration. However, there is a modest but significant trend of states seeking court intervention in relation to sociocultural and environmental factors, which came to the forefront in the 1984 Gulf of Maine dispute, compared to geographical arguments, which have dropped to zero in pending cases.

However, as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4, in spite of the fact that states increasingly include a broad range of claims during the pleadings,
the factors having an impact have been noticeably narrowed by the courts, for example, environmental and social factors are generally not accepted by courts. Instead, the geographical circumstances are still the most important arguments considered by the courts in maritime delimitation processes since 1969 [2,3,12,29,30,35,38,47,50,51,71,87]. However, Evans (p.248) [36] concludes that coastal states continue to include other arguments ‘because they believe that they [the relevant circumstances] nevertheless may have some impact upon the overall evaluation which is being made’. Evans’s perspective supports our own argument concerning the importance of further investigation of newer elements to be included in relevant circumstances in maritime boundary-making and its contribution to effective ocean governance.

3. Environmental claims within maritime boundary delimitation

Environmental governance is considered essential for achieving effective marine resource conservation and societal outcomes [6,18]. As such, principles and instruments have been developed at the international level e.g. the global socio-environmental targets stated in the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD, 1992), the Sustainable Development Goals established in Agenda 2030 (in particular SDG 14; UNGA 2015), the Climate Change Convention (UNFCCC, 1992), the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar, 1971), and the Convention for the Conservation of the Biodiversity and Protection of Priority Wilderness Areas in Central America (1993). While these address socio-environmental issues more broadly, UNCLOS is the relevant binding international agreement for the protection and preservation of the marine environment. The obligations stated in Part XII (Article 192), which include preventing pollution and transboundary harm, as well as safeguarding fragile ecosystems and marine life, are in line with the wider regulatory set of principles and policies guiding the conservation of marine resources [21].

In line with the precautionary principles established by the environmental governance framework, coastal states incorporate environmental concerns during litigation processes on maritime delimitation. As Boyle (p. 462) [21] observes, although: “the LOSC was negotiated at a time when climate change was not yet part of the international agenda [...] the LOSC was never meant to be a static or immutable legal regime”. Following this line of argument, the analyzed cases illustrate that parties might be advancing environmental arguments in the expectation that courts seem to be well-positioned to tackle them pursuant to the international legal framework above mentioned. Hence, it would be wise for the courts to consider such broader arguments in making their decisions regarding boundaries.

Early in 1984, the United States advanced that an ‘ecogeographical’
criterion should be accounted for in the delimitation process. It argued before the court that political boundaries should respect the unity of the ecosystems’ discernible ‘natural boundaries’ (Paras 73, 167) and ecological regimes, along with the associated fishing resources present in the area underneath them (Para 174). Moreover, prospective boundaries must ensure the optimum conservation and management of living resources while reducing potential upcoming disputes between the parties (Para 110). In its ruling, the ICJ did not accept this argument.

Three decades later, the Bay of Bengal Arbitration took place. It is the first (and only) time that a tribunal was asked to examine climate change impacts for maritime delimitation. The Bangladesh government advanced evidence of coastal vulnerability of the coast in question, arguing that placing the basepoints in a highly unstable coastal area affected by sea-level rise, such as the Bengal Delta, might mean that the equidistance line would be susceptible to change in the foreseeable future. The Tribunal decided that: “neither the prospect of climate change nor its possible effects can jeopardize the large number of settled maritime boundaries throughout the world. This applies equally to maritime boundaries agreed between States and to those established through international adjudication” (Award, Para 217).

More recently, an Arbitral Tribunal was asked to consider the accusations of Philippines that China was using practices harmful to marine life and the environment in the South China Sea, such as fishing with cyanide and explosives, the harvesting of endangered species, and artificial-island building. Although the Tribunal was not asked to delimit any maritime boundary between the parties, it remarked on its jurisdiction to resolve the dispute concerning the entitlements to maritime zones and the lawfulness of China’s actions in the marine area (Award, Paras 6–10). In doing so, China was found in breach of UNCLOS, regarding its marine environmental protection obligations established in Article 192 and under the relevant “corpus of international law relating to the environment”, such as the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES, 1973) and the CDB (1992) (Award, Paras 941–959). The Tribunal also required China to conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and appoint scientific experts to assess the environmental situation, whose reports were to be included on the merits (Award, Paras 990–991). China objected to the nature of the submission as being closely related to maritime boundary delimitation, thus refusing to participate in the proceedings and to implement the ruling. Although the South China Sea Arbitration has been since the highly debated, it might influence future cases on addressing environmental issues at the core of maritime boundary disputes.

Two new and open cases include environmental considerations as a core component of the maritime disputes, showing a rising trend compared to the few cases (three out of 30) previously ruled. In a maritime delimitation case on the Black Sea which is currently in court, Ukraine claims that The Russian Federation is threatening the marine environment by building a bridge in the Kerch Strait without consultation and failing to prevent an oil spill off the coast of Sevastopol. The Russian Federation disagrees, arguing that these concerns are outside the Arbitral Tribunal’s jurisdiction. The Tribunal has stated that the conflict involves aspects like navigation, fisheries and environmental concerns as a whole and, on the basis of Annex VIII, the PCA is currently examining these environmental concerns as part of a bigger conflict and disagreement over boundaries. The second case, still in a preliminary stage at the ICJ at the time of writing this paper, entails claims concerning marine pollution and illegal fishing at the Guatemalan-Belize border.

4. Sociocultural considerations at the core of maritime boundary disputes

Closely linked to marine resources’ conservation, the sociocultural dimension of oceans is often considered integral to an effective governance framework. Traditional ocean-related living practices are recognized by international legal instruments aiming – directly or indirectly – to protect customary rights and livelihoods. These international instruments include: (1) the Sustainable Development Goals (specifically SDGs 2, 5, 6, 12, 14; UNGA 2015) and (2), the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007), (3) the ILO Convention 169 (1989); and (4) the FAO Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries (SSF Guidelines). Only a small part of this subject matter is directly addressed in UNCLOS, although Articles 51 and 61 do mention traditional fishing rights and the economic needs of coastal fishing communities.

Submissions regarding sociocultural issues and traditional fisheries-related living practices have emerged six times in the thirty court cases during the last five decades, five of which have been rejected. The 1984 Gulf of Maine case was the first when such considerations were evoked. The Court was asked by Canada to assess the ‘human dimension’ – rather than purely the economics – of the fishing practices in the region to be considered as relevant for the delimitation. The social factors were included in the delimitation process in view of the ‘catastrophic repercussions’ the delimitation might cause for the communities in question. The court held that factors of ‘human geography’ were not relevant to assess the “equitable character of a delimitation first established on the basis of criteria borrowed from physical and political geography” (Para 232).

In the Jan Mayen case (1993), in which Denmark and Norway disputed a marine area between the east coast of Greenland and the Norwegian island of Jan Mayen, Denmark invoked sociocultural factors stating: “the overwhelming reliance of the Greenland coastal communities and economy on the seasonal capelin fishery and their attachment to their surrounding sea” (Para 79). Here the Court concluded that the “population and socio-economic factors raised by Denmark” were not considered relevant elements because the delimitation should not be affected by the relative economic position of the disputing States (Paras 79–80), hence rejecting the arguments.

Since then, the social dimension of fisheries has been frequently presented as being at risk within the delimitation process. However, international courts and tribunals have not considered it relevant for the delimitation. Instead, the states are asked to mutually agree on regulations to preserve such traditions for the benefit of the communities. The Red Sea Arbitration and the Barbados v. Trinidad and Tobago cases are examples of these procedures. In the former, the Tribunal was asked to consider the artisanal nature of fishing practices, including the local consumption of fish as part of a traditional fishing regime and local legal traditions. Although this argument was rejected, the Tribunal acknowledged local legal traditions and associated rights and held that the Red Sea’s artisanal fishing practices extended throughout both Yemen and Eritrea’s maritime zones. It called on the parties to mutually

---

7 In the Matter of the Bay of Bengal Maritime Boundary (Bangladesh v. India), PCA. Award. 2014
12 ICJ, Protocol to the Special Agreement between Belize and Guatemala to submit Guatemala’s territorial insular and maritime claim to the International Court of Justice.
agree on regulations to preserve such traditions for the benefit of the communities (Paras 106–111).

The second case included social arguments around flying fish harvesting practices, and the government of Barbados included testimonies and life histories of fishermen and coastal communities attesting the importance of the tradition for Barbadian fisherfolk and fish vendors, whose livelihood depends on seasonal fishing in the disputed areas, constituting an “important element of the history, economy and culture of Barbados” (Paras 128 and 247). The Tribunal dismissed the arguments, considering the evidence fragmentary and inconclusive and that: “it does not sustain its contention that its fisherfolk have traditionally fished for flying fish off Tobago for centuries” (Para 266). Barbados and Trinidad & Tobago were asked to negotiate an agreement on access to fisheries in good faith.

The approach taken at the South China Sea arbitration in 2016 demonstrates that small-scale fisheries and related practices might be given some recognition within boundary disputes. As the Philippines called for protecting traditional fishing, arguing that China prevented its fishers from pursuing their livelihoods and interfered with traditional practices, the Tribunal took note of SSF Guidelines on artisanal fishing and recognized: “the attention paid to traditional fishing rights in international law stems from the recognition that traditional livelihoods and cultural patterns are fragile in the face of development and modern ideas of interstate relations and warrant particular protection” (Paras 794–795). The Tribunal found that China failed to respect the sovereign rights of the Philippines over its fishery and interfered with its traditional fishing practices through deploying its official ships in the region. However, in assessing China’s historic fishing rights in the region, the award stated “it does not consider it possible that the drafters of the Convention intended for traditional or artisanal fishing rights to survive the introduction of the exclusive economic zone.” Hence the tribunal explicitly disagreed with the conclusions drawn for the Red Sea delimitation process.

Finally, the pending case of Ukraine v. the Russian Federation illustrates how maritime waters contain valuable resources for states, but also intangible and cultural values for people. Moreover, Ukrainian claims not only included the impacts for the fishers’ livelihoods, but also its rights in relation to the underwater cultural heritage present in its waters, which could be also affected.

As seen, most sociocultural arguments revolve around small-scale fisheries as a traditional practice embedded in sociocultural practices. The courts have been reluctant, however, to accept this argument in redrawing maritime boundaries. As Sands (2016) suggests, the human relationship with the ocean through artisanal fisheries and living resources management necessitates that traditional institutions contribute to international law development. Even before UNCLOS entered into force, scholars had asked whether the delimitation process had adequately considered existing fishing practices in the special circumstances provided by Articles 15 and 59 of the Convention.

The prevailing discussions concerning sociocultural rights create new challenges to ocean governance. Scholars thus argue that it should mirror institutional reconceptualization of boundary-making.

5. Conclusions

This paper has undertaken a governance-centered approach in analyzing the court cases on maritime boundaries from an international development studies perspective. It concludes that the number of such cases is growing and more often, coastal states urge international courts and tribunals to go beyond geographical configurations for maritime delimitation and examine a wider range of factors now considered integral to the process. We delve into this trend by focusing on the role played by ‘relevant circumstances’ in the method and approach for maritime delimitation that has been evolving within the case law. We propose that these factors can be clustered into six types and analyze their evolving role, functions and interpretation over time by coastal states, courts and tribunals.

We demonstrate that pleas and judgements are including two new factors, namely the environmental and sociocultural conditions. The emergence of these factors follows from developments in other fields of international law. The review illustrates that underlying and new practices complicate governance of the marine space and reveals how indeterminate or disputed boundary delimitations interfere with sustainable management of ocean and coastal resource sustainability, thus affecting livelihoods. The paper shows that although not yet fully acknowledged, boundary disputes mirror such concerns.

However, courts and tribunals have progressively limited the circumstances worthy of consideration to essentially geographic ones. Hence, we argue that the framework for solving maritime disputes together with the existing body of rules and policies concerning coastal livelihood protection and the preservation of marine ecosystems, might require the judicial bodies to reconsider how such processes can take account of the environmental and human dimensions. By linking the existing ocean governance objectives and the ‘relevant circumstances’ claims made by the coastal states within maritime boundary disputes, we propose that the legal regime on boundary adjudication is a fertile field to achieve the societal and environmental outcomes crucial for an effective ocean governance.
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Annex 1. Examined court cases on maritime boundary disputes from 1969 until 2020 and the type of ‘relevant circumstance’ raised by the coastal state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>MARITIME BOUNDARY DISPUTE COURT CASE</th>
<th>RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCE RAISED BY ANY OF THE COASTAL STATES (based on Section 2 typology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (Federal Republic of Germany/Denmark; Federal Republic of Germany/Netherlands) (1969) ICJ</td>
<td>Geographical, Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland v. Iceland) (1972) ICJ</td>
<td>Economic, Historical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)

14 South China Sea Arbitration. Final Award (Paras 803, 804b)
15 Dispute Concerning Coastal State Rights in the Black Sea, Sea of Azov, and Kerch Strait. PCA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>MARITIME BOUNDARY DISPUTE COURT CASE</th>
<th>RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCE RAISED BY ANY OF THE COASTAL STATES (based on Section 2 typology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Case concerning the Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) [1982] ICJ</td>
<td>Geographical, Historical, Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area (Canada/United States) [1984] ICJ</td>
<td>Geographical, Historical, Economic, Navigation, Sociocultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Delimitation of the Continental Shelf between Guinea and Guinea-Bissau [1985] ILR</td>
<td>Geographical, Economic, Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary between Guinea and Guinea-Bissau and Senegal (Guinea-Bissau v. Senegal) [1995] ICJ</td>
<td>Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Case concerning the Delimitation of Maritime Areas between Canada and France [1992] Reports of International Arbitral Awards</td>
<td>Geographical, Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Salvador/Honduras) [1990] ICJ</td>
<td>Historical, Geographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Maritime Delimitation in the Area between Greenland and Jan Mayen (Denmark v. Norway) [1993] ICJ</td>
<td>Geographical, Historical, Economic, Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sovereignty and Maritime Delimitation in the Red Sea (Eritrea/Yemen) [1999] PCA</td>
<td>Geographical, Economic, Social, Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar/Bahrain) [2001] ICJ</td>
<td>Geographical, Historical, Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon v. Nigeria; Equatorial Guinea intervening) [2002] ICJ</td>
<td>Historical, Geographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Arbitration between Barbados and the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago [2006] PCA</td>
<td>Geographical, Economic, Historical, Sociocultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Territorial and Maritime Dispute between Nicaragua and Honduras in the Caribbean Sea (Nicaragua v. Honduras) [2007] ICJ</td>
<td>Historical, Geographical, Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>In the Matter of an Arbitration between Guyana and Suriname (Guyana v. Suriname) [2007] PCA</td>
<td>Historical, Navigation &amp; security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Case concerning sovereignty over Pedra Branca/Pulau Batu Puteh, Middle Rocks and South Ledge (Malaysia/Singapore) [2008] ICJ</td>
<td>Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Territorial and Maritime Dispute (Nicaragua v. Colombia) [2012] ICJ</td>
<td>Geographical, Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Bay of Bengal (Bangladesh/Myanmar) [2012] ITLOS</td>
<td>Historical, Geographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>In the Matter of the Bay of Bengal Maritime Boundary (Bangladesh v. India) [PCA] 2014</td>
<td>Social, Geographical, Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Maritime Dispute (Peru v. Chile) [2014] ICJ</td>
<td>Economic, Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>South China Sea Arbitration (Philippines v. China) [2016] PCA</td>
<td>Historical, Economic, Social, Environmental, Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Dispute concerning Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary between Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire in the Atlantic Ocean (Ghana/Côte d’Ivoire) [2017] ITLOS</td>
<td>Geographical, Economic, Historical, Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Maritime Delimitation in the Caribbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean (Costa Rica v. Nicaragua) [2018] ICJ</td>
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